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Large Pineal Meningioma Causing Loss of 
Vision in a Teenager

Abstract

Pineal tumors are rare, especially meningiomas. We report an 18-
year old patient who presented with headaches, vision problems, 
walking difficulty, and drowsiness, who had a large pineal tumor 
that was resected. The tumor was a meningioma, WHO grade one. 
After surgery, the patient’s vision did not significantly improve ex-
cept for some peripheral vision. 
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Introduction

The pineal body (epiphysis) is a small (8 mm) reddish-gray 
body that lies in the depression between the superior colliculi 
attached to the roof of the third ventricle near its junction 
with the mid-brain. In early life it has a glandular structure 
which reaches its greatest development at about the seventh 
year. After puberty, the glandular tissue gradually disappears 
and is replaced by connective tissue [1].

Large pineal tumors are rare [2] and because of their 
midline location usually compress the cerebrospinal fluid 
circulatory channels leading to hydrocephalus or displace 
adjacent neurological pathways causing bilateral symptom-
atology.

Case Report

An 18-year-old female developed headaches, vision prob-
lems, walking difficulty, and drowsiness. MRI of the brain 

showed a large pineal mass tumor (Fig. 1-3). The patient, 
because of hydrocephalus, underwent ventriculostomy. At 
the time of ventriculostomy, biopsy of the mass could not 
be performed. The patient was taken back to the operation 
room and a stereotactic brain biopsy was obtained. Pathol-
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Figure 1. Brain MRI, sagittal view.
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Figure 2. Brain MRI, transverse view. Imposed lines 
represent visual pathways.
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ogy showed a fibrous meningioma, WHO grade one. Embo-
lization of the tumor was performed prior to proceeding with 
craniotomy for tumor resection. After treatment, her vision 
did not significantly improve except for some peripheral vi-
sion.

Discussion
  
Pineal tumors can be divided mainly in germinomas and 
other tumors. Primary intracranial germ-cell tumors arise in 
the midline of the brain in the diencephalon [3]. The peak in-
cidence occurs during the second decade of life [3]. Menin-
giomas are uncommon tumors and more rarely encountered 
in the pineal region and in children [4].

Pineal tumors can present with a myriad of symptoms 
due to their centralized location in the brain. Bilateral hear-
ing and vision impairment has been frequently associated 
with pineal tumors [5-9].

Acoustic and vision relay pathways pass closely adja-
cent to the pineal body. Displacement of these structures may 
be responsible for the hearing and vision problems reported 
with these tumors.

Nowadays, germinomas can be cured by radiotherapy 

and chemotherapy without surgical resection but the other 
pineal region tumors are primarily treated by surgical resec-
tion [10].

Pineal tumors should always be suspected in young pa-
tients presenting with a combination of neurological signs 
suggesting hydrocephalus and midline injury as well as 
sleepiness and and visuo-auditory-vestibular impairment.
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Figure 3. Brain MRI, coronal view. Imposed lines represent 
auditory-vestibular pathways.
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